Abstract. This paper introduces a novel method for semantic annotation of web pages. We perform semantic annotation with regard to unwritten and empirically proven agreement between users and web designers using web patterns. This method is based on extraction of patterns, which are characteristic for a particular domain. A pattern provides formalization of the agreement and allows assigning semantics to parts of web pages. We will introduce experiments with this method and show its benefits for querying the web.
Introduction
Semantic annotation of web pages concerns adding formal semantics (metadata, knowledge) to the web content for the purpose of more efficient access and management. Currently, the researchers are working on the development of fully automatic methods for semantic annotation (see, e.g., [2] ).
For our research we consider semantic annotation and tracing user behaviour in the query-answering dialog: (1) to simplify querying; and (2) to improve relevance of answers. In the field of Internet search, we introduce a new perspective, which connects both goals in a native way. The key aspect of our perspective is smart focusing on the user and his expectations when searching information on the web. To be able to do this we need the user to share his expectation with us.
A simpler way is to turn our questions to professional web sites designers. Their primary mission is to fulfil user's expectation. A proof of this is that high-quality web pages and web solutions are widely accepted by users. Professional web designers apply practices, which come up from user's experiences. These practices relate with human sensation and allow simple orientation in supplied information. Solutions of the same problem are solved by different developers differently but at a certain level solutions are all the same. Similar web pages contain similar components. We can define this conformity such that there are similar web page components on the pages within the same application domain. These components are designated as web patterns.
Our method for semantic annotation of web pages is performed with regard to unwritten and empirically proven agreement between users and web designers. This method is based on extraction of patterns, which are characteristic for a particular domain. A pattern provides formalization of the agreement and allows assigning semantics to parts of web pages. We will introduce experiments with this method and show its benefits for querying the web.
Section 2 contains a short description of related works. Section 3 presents the patterns basics. Sections 4 and 5 present goals of our research. In Sections 6 and 7 we describe preparation of experiments and an analysis of results. Finally, Sections 8 and 9 focus on our future work and conclusions.
Related Work
There are two trends in the field of semantic analysis of the web today. One of them provides mechanism to semiautomatic (or manual) page annotation using ontology description languages and creation of semantic web documents [23] , [10] . The second approach prefers an automatic annotation. In [3] there is a methodology based on a combination of information extraction, information integration, and machine learning techniques. The complex example of an automatic approach is the ambitious KIM project [15] . An application that performs automated semantic tagging of large corpora is described in [5] . It is based on the Seeker platform for large-scale text analysis. It marks up large numbers of pages with terms from a standard ontology. Across all directions it is possible to see the use of ontology-based mechanisms, in the case of second approach along with knowledge bases. Our view on the problem of semantic analysis is in many cases similar to the presented techniques and tends to the automatic approach of semantic annotation. However our motivation of what and how to annotate is different. It seems to be on a higher abstraction level because we do not work with the semantics in meaning of the content of document, but more likely with the form of the document, which is related to the content and chosen domain.
The approach, which is similar to ours, is mentioned in [16] . It uses TXL language to analyze chosen parts of pages to obtain structured domain specific information (tourism domain). Other similar approaches are automatic transformation of arbitrary table-like structures into knowledge models [21] , formalized methods of processing the format and content of tables to relevant reusable conceptual ontology [25] or domain-oriented approach to web data extraction based on a tree structure analysis [22] . Paper [1] presents techniques for supervised wrapper generation and automated web information extraction. The system generates wrappers, which translate relevant pieces of HTML pages into XML. The next similar approach to web data extraction is described in [18] . The principal component is a document schema (found in HTML code). Document schemata are patterns of structures embedded in documents.
On the side of query expression analysis and construction there are approaches, which are helpful for the user when formulating his requirement. One of the possible approaches is to use a cognitive search model [27] . There is a web search system prototype based on ontology that uses a cognitive model of the process of human information acquisition. Another way is to help user with specification of query based on interaction with user using genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic, e.g., [4] , [17] , [11] .
There is interesting conjunction with paper [12] whose authors analyze web pages focusing on web site patterns. In three time intervals authors observed how web designers have changed web design practices. They also realized that content of web pages remains the same whereas form is being developed so it better fulfils user's expectation. Our work confirms results mentioned in the paper. Important for us are such web pattern characteristics that are independent of a web page design.
Patterns Basics
According to [24] patterns are structural and behavioural features that improve the applicability of software architecture, a user interface, a web site or something another in some domain. They make things more usable and easier to understand.
GUI patterns supply a solution of typical problems within design of user interface. Typical examples are organization of user controls into lists or tabs and so on. GUI patterns describe on a general level how to make structure of information within user interface. They also tell which components to use, how they should work together and how to work with them (see [24] , [9] for examples).
In [24] there is a set of idioms which give us a general answer to question which types of user interfaces we can come across (Forms, Text editors, Graphic editors, Spreadsheets, Browsers, Calendars, Media players, Information graphics, Immersive games, web pages, Social spaces, E-commerce sites). For our purposes we focused on Calendars, Web pages, Social spaces, and mainly on E-commerce sites.
In this paper we have chosen selling products domain for our experiments. Patterns identified for other domains are, e.g., in [26] . We can find common features in user interface within the selling products domain. These features express typical tasks with information (showing the price information, purchasing possibility, and the product detail information). When implementing a web site the web designers proceed the same way. They also use patterns even if they do not call them so (see [6] ). During the analysis of selling products domain and even our experiments we worked with a ten of patterns, which come out from [6] . Figure 1 demonstrates an example where there is a cut of a web page with selling of product on eBay.com.
GUI and domain patterns are designated for web designers and domain experts. They are written with free text whereas structure of their description is formalized. For our purposes we do need to find a description of patterns which will be independent of the web designers and implementation and which will be useful for a semantic analysis of web pages.
Patterns on the page represent, in certain degree, what the user can expect (as a consequent of agreement between web designers and users). For us this is the key prerequisite for technical usage of patterns. Our algorithms are able to determine whether pattern is on the page or not and as a consequence of this we can annotate this page and use this annotation next time. We have to also answer the question what can this bring to the user. Obviously, there is a problem in formalization of this approach. Patterns on the page do not appear in exact form. A crucial feature of presence of the pattern on the page is that individual elements of the pattern appear more or less together. More formal description of this deduction is described again in [24] , [19] . The visual systems usually implement so-called Gestalt principles: − Proximity -related information tends to be close to each other. − Similarity -similarly looking elements contain similar information. − Continuity -the layout of the information is continuous. − Closure -related information tends to be enclosed.
So we can suppose a web pattern as a group of characteristic technical elements (which are based on GUI patterns) and a group of domain specific elements for the domain we are involved in (typical keywords related to given pattern and other entities such as the price, date, percent, etc.).
Example. On the right bottom of Figure 1 it is clearly visible that there is instance of Rating pattern. − For technical implementation of this item it is used div layout which is useful for good information structuring. − In the pattern instance we can find characteristic words -seller, feedback, score, positive. − Moreover we can find integer, date and percentage data type instances -17, 90.5%
and Oct-20-04.
Query Simplifying
Patterns should give us an understandable language, which we are able to use in communication with the user to settle what he expects on the page (see Figure 2) . Using search engines he has to think about a set of key words, e.g. "price", which he uses to specify his requirement. The pattern Price information contains much stronger information that "price" occurring on the page.
Fig. 2.
Query from selling product domain. With the patterns we can set up catalogues and profiles which simplify the selection process for the user. It will remain to the user that he will have to enter subject of search but patterns will help him to specify expectations.
Improvement of Answer Relevance
When annotating pages we are working with the same information, which the user uses to make query. Moreover this information has stronger semantic content than, e.g., enumeration of keywords. Assume that we have annotated pages in a database with regard to patterns so there is information about which patterns are contained on each page. We can then use this information in two manners:
1. When showing web search engine results, for every shown page link in the returned set of links, we can add information about which patterns have been founded on the page. The user can recognize on the first look whether the page will fulfil his expectation. 2. We can count on the patterns already when performing search and sort page links with regard to weights of required patterns we have found on the page.
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Repayment Sale Nokia 9300
I want to buy it via internet shop.
A side-effect in this situation is that there will be preferred those pages which have been created by high-quality web designers using recommended techniques described in patterns. Since patterns describe widely accepted solutions to users, a user will be given high-quality designed pages earlier in selection, i.e. on the first positions of the result set of page links.
Experiments Preparation
The key aspect of the pattern manifestation is that the introduced elements are close to each other. We can focus on the structure of the page during page analysis. It is not necessary to provide the deep analysis of page structure, because the technical elements provide just the environment for keeping the information together.
Choosing Domain and Domain Patterns
We consider the domain of e-commerce for testing purposes. Our goal was to integrate common users to testing so we have chosen one of the most used domains ever. During the domain analysis phase we sorted out nine domain web patterns -
Sign on possibility, Price information, Purchase possibility, Special Offer, Annuity selling, Product details, Comments and reviews, Discussion and FAQ, Advertising.
They are the semantic elements, whose are commonly expected by the user along the identification of the product.
Pattern Dictionary Preparation
For every one of the introduced web patterns we have manually chosen a group of words, which occurrence is characteristic for pattern on the web page. The words have been put into the database and serve as input for algorithms performing analysis of web pages. The set of chosen words needs to be understood as a starting set, which is automatically expanded according to deeper analysis of the pattern (we measure a frequency of words inside text segments of found patterns -the similar approach is presented in [3] , [14] ). Every pattern has its own dictionary of words. We chose the words that are usually used by users when querying in the search engines -price, eur, usd, offer, discount, stock, basket, buy, shop, review, forum, for sell, specifications, … We have assigned more than five words to each pattern preferring most frequently used words in various associations.
These words can have multiple meanings and usually only one of the meanings is meant to represent a pattern. It is very important that the words in dictionaries are domain associated. We can then expect that [13] : − The dictionary is not too large. − The words occur in certain schemata. − The meaning of words is more or less unambiguous. − The words appear frequently in the text.
Patterns Extraction
The key task for solution of the problem we are dealing with is to find the mechanism of pattern detection on the page. We had to develop algorithms working with content of web page. They try to answer the questions about a weight of pattern on the page. In semantic analysis we need to find characteristics, which are − dependent on the meaning of what a pattern represents for user, and − independent of pattern implementation.
In our experiments we simplified pattern formalization problem using a set of words and data entities (e.g. date or percent), which are characteristic for the pattern. We can choose one concrete pattern (e.g. Discussion) and make analysis of big amount of web pages with discussions. After the analysis we can find out that there is quite small group of word and data entities by which it is possible to recognize the pattern. So if we suppose that we know the terminology for discussions (terms like discussion, author, re, etc.), then we can find segments in the plain text of the web page where the terms occur.
Let E be a set containing all entities they are characteristic for a given pattern (pattern dictionary -keywords and data types). On power set ( ) P E we can define a binary relation δ so that pair ( , ) E δ makes a proximity space (see, e.g., [20] ).
Proximity space is used as the closeness model for groups of pattern entities. This defined structure is used as instrument for description and finding of page text segments i S , which can (or does not have to) be a part of the given pattern. Let I be an instance of the given pattern. Then A pattern instance is a set of analyzed text segments, which contain pattern entities (we do not focus on meaning of group of words but only on their presence). For discovery of algorithms that can be useful for finding and analyzing selected segments the Gestalt principles can do us a good turn. We developed methods for − proximity: how to measure closeness (distance) between entities in searched text segments. We work with tree organization of entities representing a text segment and we suppose that in searched text segment entities must be close enough to each other (we have designated the distance based on analysis of text segments in searched pages). − similarity: for measuring similarity of two searched text segments (for Discussion we are able to identify repetition of replies). We work with comparison of trees representing text segments. − continuity: how to find out whether two or more found text segments make together instance of a pattern. We assume that two or more similar text segments (trees of entities from one pattern) match together. − closure: for computation of the weight of one single searched text segment. In principle, we used two criteria. We rated shape of the segment tree (particularly, ratio of height and entity count) and quantity of all words and paragraphs in the text segment. On the overall computation of the weight also the proximity rate participates.
With complex usage of all mentioned principles we have implemented an algorithm, which offers excellent results in pattern extraction. The algorithm uses only plain text and regardless of the fact it is successful in more than 80% of cases.
Algorithm
Our algorithm is built on application of Gestalt principles. Before the algorithm takes place the page HTML code is preprocessed -the plain text (sequence of words) is extracted and data type instances (data entity) are found. The data type instances and sequence of words make list of page entities. Pattern dictionary is composed of characteristic words and expected data types (pattern entities).
Input for the algorithm is both set of entities, which represents each word, and data entity from the text of a web page and set of characteristic pattern entities. The algorithm compares these entities with characteristic pattern entities and creates representation of text segments called snippets [7] , which can belong to (or compose) a pattern. These representations are then used for further computations and the result is value representing the weight of pattern occurrence on the page. seller information <par> feedback score <num> <par> positive feedback <perc> <par> member since <date> in united states <par> read feedback comments <par> add to favourite sellers <par> view seller other items After extraction of segments and evaluation of proximity and closure criteria there are only two remaining segments which are potential parts of pattern (in the case that there is more segments found they will be taken into account).
seller information <par> feedback score <num> positive feedback <perc> <par> member since <date>
The evaluation of similarity and continuity criteria is performed on the found segments. In our example the two segments are not considered similar but supplementary to each other. In our example the computed final probability of pattern presence is higher than 80%.
Experimental Application
To test our approach we have implemented web application, which uses Google Web API. The system queries Google for a set of few tens of pages, which correspond to the user's conditions. Then the application downloads the pages and extracts plain text from the HTML code. On the plain text there are performed analysis, patterns extraction, and evaluation of pattern's weights. Then the page is evaluated as a whole. Pages are then sorted according to the overall computed value.
We tested our extract algorithms on PC Intel Pentium M 1.6 GHz with installed Windows XP. We extracted 9 patterns on each page. The performance of algorithms was 100 pages in about 1 second. The average time of 1 pattern extraction was approximately 10 -3 seconds.
Result Analysis
There were more than 200 searches of products tested (cellular phones, computers, components and peripheries, electronics, sport equipment, cosmetics, books, CDs, DVDs, etc.) in four profiles. We usually worked with first thirty of found pages; for dozens of products we tested the set of first one hundred found pages. For wide testing we selected a miscellaneous group of people, e.g. students of different types of schools and also people dealing with product selling on the Internet. During experiments we collected 31,738 various web pages that we got from the Google search engine using queries on products. After the analysis we discovered that on the 11,038 web pages there was not any extracted pattern even though our queries were focused on pages containing these patterns (queries from our application contained groups of elaborative words). Even though we must count with queries on which it is not possible to find enough relevant answers and also with inaccuracy of our algorithms it has to be noted one interesting thing. In spite of very precise query to searching engines the user has to count with approximately one quarter up to one third of irrelevant web pages, which do not contain expected information. Figure 3 shows query results on concrete products. It includes only those queries on which there is multiply times more relevant pages than our first 30 analyzed web pages from search engine (it includes more than 200 various queries). We can observe that − irrelevant web pages are moved to the end of the result set (our approach eliminates mistakes in order of pages), − using our ranking the user reaches the expected pages earlier.
Future Work
Ability of inserting other web patterns into our system is opened. We are working on extraction of other web patterns from selling products domain (like Rating, Ask the Seller). It is also expected that the system will be extended with other domains in which it is able to identify web patterns. We are preparing Tourism and Culture domains.
During the query string analysis phase it is possible to recognize words which exists in our pattern dictionaries. Using this we are able to identify groups of patterns (called query profile) which user probably expects. We plan to use this observation during the result set links sorting and also during composing the user query expression.
We can see that patterns don't occur alone on pages but in certain groups. It means that there are page groups or clusters, which are characterized by the same web patterns. We can suppose such group of web patterns as a page profile. For searching page profiles we plan to use clustering methods.
Conclusion
The crucial aspect of our approach is that we do not need to analyze page's HTML code. Our algorithms are based on analysis of plain text of the page. For page evaluation we do not use any meta-information about page (such as title, hyperlinks, meta-tags, etc.). We also confirmed that key characteristics of web patterns are independent of language environment. We tested our method in English and Czech language environment. The only thing we had to do was to change patterns dictionaries.
Our experiments show that it is very useful to consider gained data about pattern existence as a metadata stored along with the page. So now we have tools, which are able to discover whether the page contains certain pattern with about 80% accuracy.
Our approach is not universal. The reason is that its basic assumption is a domain with relatively formed rules of how web pages look like (we do not expect uniformity but we expect some synchronization between users and web pages designers).
